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After importing a New Stage Background (hereafter “BG”) and testing it on consol, you may be rather disappointed to 
see how bland it turned out - details like stairs and corridors are hard to see because everything is the same colour of 
grey, and, while Textures will help distinguish walls, the BG will still feel “flat”. 
 
You can fix this very quickly with PerfectGold’s Lighting Mode. 
 
This tutorial will assume you can already import and play custom stages and only cover: 
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PerfectGold (hereafter PG) has powerful lighting features that, if used correctly with geometry available to suite, can 
really turn heads. 
 
The following images are examples of how critical lighting can be and show what could potentially* be done with PG. 
 

* Potentially means disregarding optimisations to save triangle count and may contain manual fixing to 
counteract lighting engine limitations. 

 



 
Non-Textured Uniform-Shaded House - Cant see any detail! 

 
Textured Uniform-Shaded House - better but still pretty useless. 

 
Fully Shaded House - You can see every detail and the interior correctly  
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Within the Visual Window click on; Mode  Switch Mode To  Edit Lighting 
 

 
Lighting is located in Mode menu of Visual Editor 

 
Upon switching to Lighting Mode, PG will ask for a “Smooth Angle”.  
 

 
Smooth Angle and weight used for smooth shading. 

 
A “Smooth Angle” is the angle between two joined triangles that is to be considered either “Bent” or “Creased” – think 
ping-pong ball or golf ball, smooth or flat. 
 

 
The left sphere looks like a ball, while the right sphere looks polygonal. 

 



Altering the “Smooth Angle” value is particularly useful for the N64 since it allows making very low poly tubes and balls 
look smooth with high values, or, by setting a lower value, allowing hexagonal pillars or boxes. 
 
After entering a “Smooth Angle”, Normals are calculated. Normals will not be covered here but suffice to say Normals 
are what control the magic of lighting. 
 

 
Calculating Normals, Can take a while but PG usually overestimates the time. 
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Starting simple and getting that basic 3D look, as sported by most 3D modelling applications, with two global lights.  
 
When you enter lighting mode you may be disappointed to see nothing happened, do not worry things are about to 
change… 
 
Right click on any triangle and find “Insert Light Source” then click “Insert Sun” 
 

 
Hovering over “Insert Sun” 

 
Do this twice and then Double-Click on a light or Right Click any triangle and click “Edit Light Source Properties”. 
 
Edit the “Rotation” values to use (31, -32) as this will provide different shades on all the walls.  
 

We don’t use 45.-45 as you might expect because we want to give as many surfaces as possible a different 
shade. 
If we used 45, -45 then since most surfaces are axis-aligned a box for example would have 3 sides all the same 
shade. Using 31,-32 gives this same box 4 shades – 3 differentially lit surfaces and 3 shadow surfaces. 



 
Key: Red/Blue = Light is pointing this direction 
 Yellow = The Sun is bright 
 Green = Press this to select all rooms. In more advanced sections we will limit the rooms. 

 
Click “Apply Changes” and we can see the result (Image below)  
 
Click the “Light #” dropdown, and select the next sun. 
Reverse the directions – so (31, -32) becomes (-31, 148) [because 180-32=148] 
Decrease the Power to 0.5 
 
Finally, after clicking “OK” we need to “Bake” the lights. 
 
Right Click on any triangle and click “Bake BGfile All Rooms” 
When asked, “Are you sure?” - Click “Yes”. 
 
Now you have successfully lit your first map – Please refer to other tutorials on how to import custom maps. 
 



 
Result of applying lighting changes 

 

 
Result of basic lighting inside building 

 



 
Result of basic lighting outside building (Building textures removed to show shading) 

 

 
With TestManPos enabled notice the far right compass value matches the values used for the light directions, 
i.e. The Sun in the South points North. 
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Another simple lighting model is the use of Environment Mapping to create “reflections”. 
Environment Mapping can be used in one of two ways;  

- As a Specular Highlight. 
- As a “Reflection” of the Environment surrounding the object  

 

        
Generic, Bunker, Gold and Hangar Environment Maps from GoldenEye and Goldfinger. 

 
The N64 supports Normal (Angular/FishEye) and Linear (LongLat/Panorama) Environment Maps. 
 
The N64 also supports View Independent Reflections however; GoldenEye is limited to View Dependent reflections, 
which is why GoldenEye never used many specific reflections – The Eye in Bunker being the only example. 
 

  
Angular v Long/Lat 
The Z direction changes because of View Dependency. GoldenEye uses View Dependent reflections meaning 
the centre of the texture is always “behind you”. 



3.1  A Brief on Creating Environment Maps 

3.1.1 Angular 
Environment maps can be as simple as setting all reflective surfaces to use a generic “blotchy” pattern - as used in 
GoldenEye – and this is the simplest method. 
 

 
Gold EnvMap example. 

 
To create a fisheye reflection you take a photo/render of a shiny ball in the environment you want to reflect and from 
the direction you would be looking at the object. 
 

 
 



3.1.2 LongLat 
If you have a need for a specific area to be “reflected” by an object you can create a Panorama of the empty space. 
 

 
Panorama of Tutorial Stage 

 

 
Panorama of Hangar 

 

 
Final Texture incorporating the objects “material characteristics” i.e. gloss white. 



Comparison of Real v In-game 
 

 
Real Hangar scene 

 

 
In-game of similar scene 



3.2 Applying Environment Maps 
 
In “Room Positions” mode, select the triangles you want to make shiny then Right Click  “Replace Triangle/Group 
Texture/Detail” 
 
Make sure the correct texture is selected and then enable “Env Mapping” and then if you are using a panorama “Tex 
Gen Linear” 
 

 
Here we have a panorama set up; the advanced options have been hidden for this section of the tutorial. 

 
Now go to “Light Sources” Mode, right click in workspace, and then click “Recalculate Env Map Normals All Rooms” 
 
When asked, “Are you sure?” - Click “Yes”. 
 
PG will then ask for a “Flat Hack” value 
 

 
 
Unless you have good reason, leave it at default and press OK. 
 
Inject your level as normal to see the result 
 



 
Generic: As you move round the wall, it will appear to reflect various things. 

 

 
Reflection: The ball appears to reflect the building behind you. We will discuss shadows in another section. 

 
Compare this ball to the Ray-Traced ball below. It is not bad, but only from this view (Remember GoldenEye cannot do 
View Independent Reflections) 



 
 
 
 

3.3 Flat Hack 
 

 
 
The purpose of the “Flat Hack” is to enable flat objects (like walls or mirrors) to reflect more of the scene than they 
otherwise would.  
 
If you disable “Flat Hack” then a flat surface will only be able to reflect one Texel at any angle. This may be desirable 
for “Specular Highlights” but is usually unsuitable for Environmental Reflection.  
 

 
Flat Hack Enabled for Mirror Surface, Disabled for Semi-Gloss Specular Surface. 
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4.1 Common Light Source properties 

 
All lights regardless of type have the following attributes: 
 
Basic (Green): 

Light #------------------------ A unique number starting from 0 

Name------------------------- An identifying name e.g., “Sun” or “TableLamp1” 

Light Group ----------------- An identifying Group name e.g. “Global” or “Room01” 

Type -------------------------- The Light type can be changed here 

Rooms ----------------------- The rooms to be affected by light. Helps speed up calculations 

Render Light---------------- Usually left on, can be switched off for debugging 
 
More Advanced (Yellow): 

Ignore Surface Shading - Use only calculated values (Assume white material) 

 “Brighten” Geometry----- Add “Brighten” mode to triangles that have brightness values exceeding 1 e.g. a 
triangle directly facing the sun with a power of 1.5. Brighten slowly washes out a 
texture to pure white “burnout”. 

Min Light Intensity--------- (0-1) Ambient Light - Depreciated! Use Ambient Addition 

Max Light Intensity-------- <1 prevent “Burnout” >=1 allow “Burnout” 

Export  Light template---- Save Light as template. 
 



4.2 Ambient Lights 
Ambient Light is the average background light not cast directly by lights and is used to remove black shadows where 
in reality some light does get to the surface from somewhere else. 
 
There are 2 ways to add ambient light.  
The first is within the Sun (or any other light) itself by using either “Ambient Addition” or “Minimum Intensity”. The 
second is by an entirely separate Ambient Light. This may be useful if you want to add a fixed ambient light across 
multiple rooms or across multiple lights. 
 
Ambient Lights are the same as “Ambient Addition” so adding one and setting its brightness to 0.5 will make the 
minimum brightness across all selected rooms 0.5 and can therefore cause a dim light to brighten beyond its intended 
value. 
 

 
 

Ambient lights have the following properties. 
 
Basic (Green): 

Ambient Addition ---------- Add this RGB value to calculated light value. 
 
More Advanced (Yellow): 

Random Variation--------- Used for grass and other landscapes to vary the colour of the surface reducing 
repetition. 

 



4.3 The Sun (infinite directional light) 
The Sun is an Infinite Directional Light that casts light across the entire level (or selected rooms) in the same direction 
and brightness just as the real sun does in a localised position on earth. 
The Sun is usually the main and brightest light used for BG and when cutting shadows is the one used as “priority 
shadows”. 
 

 
 

Suns have the following properties. 
 
Basic (Green): 

Rotation --------------------- Direction light Faces 

Colour------------------------ RGB values normalised to 0-1 

Saturation ------------------- a Multiplier for colour retention, >1 increases colour <1 Greys colour 

Power ------------------------ a Multiplier for colour of light maxing out at white (burnout) 
 
More Advanced (Yellow): 

Use Blocking --------------- Detect if vertex can actually see the light or if it is “Occluded”  

Secondary Tri’s Block---- Since Secondary’s are usually transparent they are normally ignored during the 
Occlusion test, this overrides that allowing Secondary’s to occlude this light. 

Potentially useful (Brown): 

Angular Falloff ------------- Leave at 1, can be used to exaggerated angles to create spots. 

Ambient Addition ---------- Add this RGB value to calculated light value. (see Ambient) 

Random Variation--------- Used for grass and other landscapes to vary the colour of the surface reducing 
repetition. (see Ambient) 

 



4.4 Local/Point lights (Light bulbs) 
Point Lights radiate light from a specific point in the BG. Typically used for interior spaces they cast ever diminishing 
light over distance causing the area closest to the light to be brighter than surrounding areas. 
As they radiate in all directions they have no rotation. 
 

 
 
Point Lights have the following properties. 
 
Basic (Green): 

Co-ords ---------------------- Position of light 

Colour------------------------ RGB values normalised to 0-1 

Saturation ------------------- a Multiplier for colour retention, >1 increases colour <1 Greys colour 

Power ------------------------ a Multiplier for colour of light maxing out at white (burnout) 
 
More Advanced (Yellow): 

Use Blocking --------------- Detect if vertex can actually see the light or if it is “Occluded”  

Secondary Tri’s Block---- Since Secondary’s are usually transparent they are normally ignored during the 
Occlusion test, this overrides that allowing Secondary’s to occlude this light. 

Directional Falloff---------- Multiplier for inverse square rule, <1 causes light to shine brighter further. 

 

Potentially useful (Brown): 

Angular Falloff ------------- Leave at 1, can be used to exaggerated angles to create spots. 

Ambient Addition ---------- Add this RGB value to calculated light value. (see Ambient) 

Random Variation--------- Used for grass and other landscapes to vary the colour of the surface reducing 
repetition. (see Ambient) 

 



4.5 Spot Lights 
Spot Lights are lights that radiate from a specific location and in a specific direction like a car headlight or torch. The 
aperture angle can be altered to make the light a laser (1) or a table lamp with shade (45) or an inset-ceiling light 
(180). 
 

 
 

Spot Lights have the following properties. 
 
Basic (Green): 

Co-ords ---------------------- Position of light 

Rotation --------------------- Direction light Faces 

Colour------------------------ RGB values normalised to 0-1 

Saturation ------------------- a Multiplier for colour retention, >1 increases colour <1 Greys colour 

Power ------------------------ a Multiplier for colour of light maxing out at white (burnout) 

Spotlight Size -------------- The angle of the aperture for spot. (180 = ceiling light, 1 = laser) 
 
More Advanced (Yellow): 

Use Blocking --------------- Detect if vertex can actually see the light or if it is “Occluded”  

Secondary Tri’s Block---- Since Secondary’s are usually transparent they are normally ignored during the 
Occlusion test, this overrides that allowing Secondary’s to occlude this light. 

Directional Falloff---------- Multiplier for inverse square rule, <1 causes light to shine brighter further. 

 

Potentially useful (Brown): 

Angular Falloff ------------- Leave at 1, can be used to exaggerated angles to create spots. 

Ambient Addition ---------- Add this RGB value to calculated light value. (see Ambient) 

Random Variation--------- Used for grass and other landscapes to vary the colour of the surface reducing 
repetition. (see Ambient) 

 



4.6 Area Lights 
Area Lights are rectangles or panels that create diffuse light. They have a location and face a direction much like a 
fluorescent Tube or panel light. 
They can also be used for giving props the illusion of DIR if they are for a specific place in a specific BG. 
By altering the inner/outer spread you can make a cheap panel of LEDs or spot lights, or a diffuse light panel. 
 

 
Basic (Green): 

Co-ords ---------------------- Position of light 

Rotation --------------------- Direction light Faces 

Colour------------------------ RGB values normalised to 0-1 

Saturation ------------------- a Multiplier for colour retention, >1 increases colour <1 Greys colour 

Power ------------------------ a Multiplier for colour of light maxing out at white (burnout) 

Iner/Outer Spread--------- How diffuse the light panel is. 
 
More Advanced (Yellow): 

Use Blocking --------------- Detect if vertex can actually see the light or if it is “Occluded”  

Secondary Tri’s Block---- Since Secondary’s are usually transparent they are normally ignored during the 
Occlusion test, this overrides that allowing Secondary’s to occlude this light. 

Directional Falloff---------- Multiplier for inverse square rule, <1 causes light to shine brighter further. 

 

Potentially useful (Brown): 

Angular Falloff ------------- Leave at 1, can be used to exaggerated angles to create spots. 

Ambient Addition ---------- Add this RGB value to calculated light value. (see Ambient) 

Random Variation--------- Used for grass and other landscapes to vary the colour of the surface reducing 
repetition. (see Ambient) 

 



4.7 Directional Lights 
Directional lights have no physical counterpart but were added for special case scenarios where a light needed to be 
directional but not infinite. 
These are set up the same as Suns except that they have a falloff value like Local/Point Lights.  

 

 
Basic (Green): 

Co-ords ---------------------- Position of light 

Rotation --------------------- Direction light Faces 

Colour------------------------ RGB values normalised to 0-1 

Saturation ------------------- a Multiplier for colour retention, >1 increases colour <1 Greys colour 

Power ------------------------ a Multiplier for colour of light maxing out at white (burnout) 
 
More Advanced (Yellow): 

Use Blocking --------------- Detect if vertex can actually see the light or if it is “Occluded”  

Secondary Tri’s Block---- Since Secondary’s are usually transparent they are normally ignored during the 
Occlusion test, this overrides that allowing Secondary’s to occlude this light. 

Range Sphere ------------- Range of light (outside shading is untouched) 

Range Box------------------ Range of light (outside shading is untouched) 

 

Potentially useful (Brown): 

Angular Falloff ------------- Leave at 1, can be used to exaggerated angles to create spots. 

Ambient Addition ---------- Add this RGB value to calculated light value. (see Ambient) 

Directional Falloff---------- Multiplier for inverse square rule, <1 causes light to shine brighter further. 

Random Variation--------- Used for grass and other landscapes to vary the colour of the surface reducing 
repetition. (see Ambient) 

 



4.8 Ambient Occlusion 
Ambient Occlusion is part of the “Global Illumination” Model and shades surfaces by how much sky they can see. 

eg, an exterior surface facing up will see the sky fully and so take 100% of its light. An exterior surface facing 
along the ground perpendicular to the sky will only get 50%. An interior surface surrounded by other surfaces will get 
0%. 
 

 
Basic (Green): 

Colour------------------------ RGB values normalised to 0-1 

Saturation ------------------- a Multiplier for colour retention, >1 increases colour <1 Greys colour 

Power ------------------------ a Multiplier for colour of light maxing out at white (burnout) 
 
More Advanced (Yellow): 

Directional Falloff---------- Multiplier for inverse square rule, <1 causes light to shine brighter further. 

Potentially useful (Brown): 

Range Sphere ------------- Range of test (outside shading is untouched) 

Range Box------------------ Range of test (outside shading is untouched) 
 



4.9 Ambient Occlusion – Interior 
Ambient Occlusion - Interior is not part of the “Global Illumination” Model but rather a less expensive hack of DIR and 
shades surfaces by how much Space is around them –  
 Eg, given a range of 500, any surface that cannot see another surface within 500 of it will get 100% of the 
light. If another surface is within 500 then the light given is inversely proportional to the amount “space” being occupied 
by the “blocking surface”. 
 

 
Basic (Green): 

Colour------------------------ RGB values normalised to 0-1 

Saturation ------------------- a Multiplier for colour retention, >1 increases colour <1 Greys colour 

Power ------------------------ a Multiplier for colour of light maxing out at white (burnout) 
 
More Advanced (Yellow): 

Range Sphere ------------- Range of test (outside shading is untouched) 

Range Box------------------ Range of test (outside shading is untouched) 
 

 



4.10 Diffuse Inter-Reflection (Radiosity) 
Diffuse Inter-Reflection (DIR) or Radiosity is part of the “Global Illumination” Model and is used to “reflect” light onto 
neighbouring surfaces with glossy surfaces reflecting more light than matt. 
Extremely glossy surfaces like mirrors cannot be replicated yet and you are instead asked to use a spotlight and make 
the mirror texture = 0 weight. 
The most effective DIR surface would be a flat painted wall, reflecting its colour (white if a white wall, red if a red wall) 
onto neighbouring surfaces. (default weight 0.5) 
A rocky wall would reflect a lot less (based on weight of texture usually around 0.05 for Dams rock texture due to it 
having a lot of black in it and DIR in PG is based on vertex shading * texture weight). 
A Lamp texture might have a weight value of 1 or 2 because it is an emitter of light. 
 

 
Basic (Green): 

Power ------------------------ a Multiplier for colour of light maxing out at white (burnout) 

Texture ---------------------- Set the “reflectiveness” of a texture, higher reflects more light back into scene. >1 
adds light to scene (emissive texture), <1 based on colours used in texture eg, greys 
and blacks = 0-0.5 greys and whites = 0.5-1 

 
More Advanced (Yellow): 

Directional Falloff---------- Multiplier for inverse square rule, <1 causes light to shine brighter further. 

 

Potentially useful (Brown): 

Angular Falloff ------------- Leave at 1, can be used to exaggerated angles to create spots. 

Range Sphere ------------- Range of test (outside shading is untouched) 

Range Box------------------ Range of test (outside shading is untouched) 
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This section will cover the normal light sources common to most 3D modelling applications - Ambient, the sun (infinite 
directional light) and local/Point lights. 
 
First set up an Ambient Light, the default values of 0.2 for “Ambient Addition” (See 4.2 Ambient Light above) will do but 
make sure you select all rooms. 
 
Next set up a Sun (See 2 Basic and 4.3 The Sun (infinite directional light)) 
 
For this section, I will also go more accurate with my sun and set my example to about 10am at UK latitude during 
autumn. I will therefore point the sun 31 degrees down and 32 degrees west.  
 

 
Key: 
 Red/Blue = Light is pointing this direction 
 Yellow = The Sun is bright 
 Green = Select only exterior rooms. 

Pink = Solid Surfaces will Occlude the Light 
 
If you are into stargazing, you could reverse the logic and say Azimuth of S32E, Altitude 31 however this only applies 
to the sun light as all other lights have a local location. 
 
Another personal preference is Mid Summer to have a higher sun at 50 deg. 
 
Try to avoid 90 or 45 since these will create more equi-shaded surfaces and diminish the effect of lighting. 
 



 
Result of Sun 

 
Now add an interior light. 
For interior lights to work we need to modify the BG slightly. 
 
Because we want the bright spot to be next to a light we need to cut the room along some lines intersecting at the light 
location like the following image 

 
White lines show cuts for light. 

 
Right click in the middle of the ceiling of the room  Insert Light  Point. This will place the light on the surface of the 
geometry closest to the mouse click (though this can be tweaked later if need be) 
 



Choose a colour for the light and set its brightness, also select only interior rooms. (See 4.4 Local/Point Lights (Light 
Bulbs)) 

 
 
Apply and see the result, the room now turns from uniform grey to nicely shaded with a bright spot where the light 
originates. 
 

 
Result showing Bright spot on ceiling near light



Bake and inject level to see runtime result. 
 

 
Looks ok from this angle 

 

 
Wrong shadow 

 
Frome the above images you can see one obvious problem, shadows are not being drawn correctly, this will be 
rectified in the next chapter. 
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In reality, Geometry affects Lighting, the most basic of which is Occlusion - creating shadows. 
 
While the more basic concept, shadows are the most labour intensive aspect of Lighting which when done right adds 
the greatest quality increase to the BG. 
 
To create shadows we first need one or more light sources. 
 
After inserting a light source shadows can be generated which in turn can be traced* onto BG geometry. 
Note: 

* Generated shadows cannot be used directly as they are far too accurate and inefficiently slice the mesh to 
project themselves.  
Eg, a rectangular shadow along 3 triangles will split all 3 tris making 9 tris (3 tris + 3 quads) instead of only 5 
tris (1 quad + 3 tris) 

 
You can of course generate them within the Visual Window, however this is NOT recommended and serves only as a 
preview since the BG still needs to be modified.  
 

 
PG Generated Shadows Live – Warning: This will bring PG to a crawl. 

 
To generate shadows, Right-Click and Triangle, Click “Shadow Generation”, Click “Generate .obj of all shadows from 
all tris”, Enter a filename and Click “Save” 
 
Open this new .obj in your 3D modeller. If your modeller supports Layers, Import the obj as a new layer over your 
original BG. 
 
Next shadows need cleaned up by removing all superfluous geometry as the example below shows. 
 
Tip: 
 Rooms where “Bright Patches” are visible can reverse the logic by removing all geometry except the vertices 
around the “Bright Patch” enabling tracing around the bright patch only without the obtrusion of extra geometry 



 
Messy Export of raw shadows 

 

 
Cleaned up shadows ready for tracing 



 
Preview of shadows before tracing 

 

 
Another Preview of shadows before tracing 



 
Original Geometry before tracing 

 

 
Geometry after tracing. New triangles shown in yellow 



Re import the modified .obj into PG. 
 
The next thing is to enable Occlusion of the Light Source by ticking “Use Blocking” 
Now PG will test to see if each vertex can actually see the light before giving it a colour. However there are some 
things to note, Occlusion Math is binary and so PG may not shade triangles that were intended to be shaded. To 
combat this PG has a “Fudge Factor” which enlarges the circle surrounding each vertex for occlusion check and uses 
the average. The bigger the circle the more average the occlusion check. 
There are also 3 types of shadows for the sun, Hard, Soft and Per-Vertex. All other lights only use Per-Vertex. 
Per-Vertex tests whether each vertex can see the light source, if yes, it is un-altered, if no then it is given the value 
held in the “Percent” box. 
 
Soft treats triangles as a whole and is basically a “project smaller per-vertex” since instead of vertices on the edge of 
the shadow then smooth shading outward, vertices are counted as the border and smooth shaded inward toward the 
shadow source. 
 
Hard treats triangles as a whole and only shades if all 3 vertices are occluded in shadow. 
 

 
Result Interior Point Light *Due to Point lights not taking a fudge, these shadows had to be manually shaded. 

 



 
Result Interior Sun Spots – Notice however the flat uniform shading in shadow, this will be rectified in the 
next chapter 

 

 
Result Exterior, Note the Bad shadow highlighted in Red. Unfortunately some shadows are missed and 
require manual shading with the vertex painter. 
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7.1 Ambient Occlusion 
Ambient Occlusion is the first stage of PG’s Global Illumination model. Each vertex sends rays up to se how much of 
the sky is visible or occluded. If a vertex can see the sky without occlusion then it is given the full value set for the 
colour. If the vertex is totally occluded, it is shaded black. 
 

 
Example showing occlusion with the centre of the balls totally occluded and therefore darker than the 
un-occluded main shadow. 

 

 
AO is excellent for cloudy days, giving Depth to an otherwise uniformly grey scene. 

 
 



 
AO also works during Sunny days giving detail and depth to occluded areas that would otherwise be black. 



7.2 Diffuse Inter-Reflection 
All surfaces reflect light, its how we see, and depending on the type of surface – Matt, Satin, Gloss, Mirror – there will 
be a limited Diffuse Inter-reflection. The most obvious is the mirror. We can all take a mirror, point it toward a light 
source, and see a new patch of brightness behind the source in the shape of the mirror. 
This is the final stage of global illumination. 
 

 
Key: 
 

L = Light source  
M = Mirror  
Mr = Mirror Reflection  
S = Shadow  
2 = Gloss Wall  
6 = Red Satin Wall 

1&4 = The walls wont be black due to having 
some inter-reflection  

3 = Slightly red inter-reflection  
Red = Light rays from source  
Green= Light rays directly reflected from mirror  
Other = Diffuse light rays, relative lengths 

indicative of intensity 
 

  
Normal Render - shadows and Fixed Ambient, Render with DIR - colour bleeding and Varied “Ambient” 



 
Occluded Corridor without DIR – Bland Uniform grey 

 

 
Occluded Corridor with DIR – Light is reflected down the corridor illuminating it and making detail stand out 



 
Room from previous Chapter – Without DIR makes small box hard to see. 

 

 
Room with DIR makes small box visible and reduces contrast. 



 
Room with green tiles to show colour bleeding effect. 



7.3 High Contrast and Burnout (Exposure) 
Burnout is when a camera can no longer record differences in brightness and so the pixels appear white. The opposite 
is also true and pixels can appear black. 
 
This is because a camera must select a range of brightness values that will range 0 – 255 which in the real world is 
extremely limiting. The Human Eye for example can differentiate between 10,000 brightness values at any one 
moment and can adjust to see over 10,000,000 brightness values. 
 
To partially compensate for the huge difference in brightness values, cameras will assign their 255 values to jumps of 
around 10 which is still short of human vision and so an “Exposure Value” or offset is chosen based on the light 
conditions.  
 
For example, outside in the sun, the camera may offset by 20,000 to avoid Burnout, however all shadows will appear 
black. 
Inside an offset of 5,000 might be used giving detail to the interior but Burning out the window. 
 
PG can simulate these affects though not Dynamically.  
 
A great example is where the sun shines through a window in a dark room. Setting the room “exposure” to a 
reasonable value by altering the brightness of the lighting we can have the sun Burnout on the wall. 

 
Not quite Burnout, but similar, the image is brighter than the texture. 

 

 
Limited Exposure vs Burnout 



 
 Notice the greater detail with burnout. 
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8.1 Lighting File 
 
Importing Lighting Files can help for large projects where you may be making changes to rooms a lot and need to 
quickly re-apply lighting. They can also help in collaborative efforts where someone can be assigned to light a stage 
while someone else builds the model or does the setup. 
 
Lighting Files are saved as part of a project but can also be exported separately. 
 
To Import a Lighting File simply Right Click on any triangle in Lighting Mode and click “Import Lighting File”  
To Export is the same except click “Export Lighting File”. 
 
Lighting Files are unique to each Stage but there is a related File called a “Template”. 
 

8.2 Light Template 
 
Light Templates are individual Lights and can be used in other Stages where they will be useful. E.g., Say you created 
the perfect little lamp and love the colour. You can export the light as a “Template” and import it into other stages. 
 
To Export Open the Light Sources Properties Dialog and at the bottom click “Export Light Template” 
Import is the same except click “Import Light Template” 
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9.1 Fog – Specifically GeometryMode & RDP FOG 
 
While not part of the lighting engine, fog is used to add atmosphere to a stage and is often simply slapped on a stage 
without due care and attention to BG geometry and how it affects individual triangles. 
 
Fog in general works by combining the final colour of a given vertex or object with that of the fog colour until eventually 
the fog colour completely replaces the original colour (including texture) 
 
GE fogs BG by GeometryMode & RDP FOG - which works per-vertex and linearly interpolates values across any 
triangle. This has the advantage of giving smooth depth and thickness to fog however comes with some limitations 
too. 
 
The first limitation is that Triangles cannot use Vertex Alpha since Alpha now becomes FOG. 
 
The second limitation is that if a triangle is too large, it will appear to fog too close to the player or make the fog line 
“wiggly” – following triangles as they change size. 
 
To get round this second limitation BG should not have triangles larger than ½ the value used for fog distance in the 
setup. 
eg. Lets say you set the fog distance to 40m, no BG triangle can be larger than 20m otherwise it will always be fogged. 



1100  RReeffeerreenncceess  &&  DDeeffiinniittiioonnss    
 

PG............... PerfectGold, also known as 
“GoldenEye Setup Editor” 

Stage............ Also known as “Level” or 
“Map” 

bg............... Background Geometry 

Texture.......... An image used to give a 
surface detail 

Texel............ A pixel of a texture not to 
be confused with a screen 
pixel 

Smooth Angle..... Any angle between two 
adjoining triangles that is 
less than this will be 
considered a smooth surface 
without creasing 

Normals.......... A unit vector defining the 
orientation of the face 

Vector........... A direction without length 

Polygon.......... A surface formed by a closed 
loop of at least 3 sides – a 
triangle 

Ambient.......... Average approximation of 
“other” Light under shadows 
to prevent “Hard Lighting” 
(high contrast black 
shadows) 

Diffuse.......... The normal colour of an 
object as we see it under 
white light 

Specular......... A reflection of a false 
light source – usually a 
bright spot 

AO............... Ambient Occlusion – See 7.1 
Ambient Occlusion 

DIR.............. Diffuse Inter-Reflection or 
Radiosity – See 7.2 Diffuse 
Inter-Reflection 

Interpolation.... A transition from one to 
another – usually linear 
example: interpolate from 1 
to 5 gives 1 [2, 3, 4] 5 

View - 

   Dependent..... based on your view of the 
object only. The reflection 
will always be the same if 
you look straight at the 
object 

 Independent..... based on the world view. The 
object will appear to 
reflect its surroundings, 
changing as you look at it 
from different directions. 

 

 

-FileTypes- 

stan............. Stand Tile, also mis-known 
as “Clipping” 

seg.............. Segmented Data, Lists room 
positions and other BG 
related external data 

Z................ Compressed File 

Setup............ Logic and Properties of a 
stage (script, pads, sky) 

Pad.............. object/guard Location 

bgf.............. PerfectGold Background File 
(Includes Seg and Rooms) 

pgproj........... PerfectGold Project 


